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With the rapid advance in computer technology,
computer automation in manufacturing has become a hot
issue in recent years. There are cases where computer-
integrated manufacturing (CIM) is applied successfully to
the manufacturing of electronic products in advanced
countries. It seems that the capabilities that CIN
promises could turn out to be a competitive edge to the
Hong Kong Electronics Industry under the local business
environment and the competition from neighbouring
countries. This research paper, through questionnaire
surveys and personal interviews, attempts to find out the
present status of computer automation in the electronics
industry, the manufacturers' attitude towards a higher
level of automation, and the factors that might hinder its
development.
The survey results indicate that computer automation
has started in a small number of manufacturers in Hong
Kong. Although the degree of automation varies from one
to another, the manufacturers agree that computer
automation will be the trend in the electronics industry.
Nevertheless, the realization of a CIM factory in Hong
Kong is still remote. However, the writers do recommend
that manufacturers should start building up an automation
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With the rapid advances in computer technology,
computer is becoming a major tool in various areas of
manufacturing process - from product design, process
control, product assembly, to administrative management
and distribution. When CAD/CAM (Computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing) is turned a cliche today,
people are looking for a higher level of automation for
the total manufacturing process. Computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM) is a new concept that refers to the
application of computer to automate the handling of data
as well as the physical manufacturing operations. This is
an integration of Information Technology (IT) into the
manufacturing process.
Modern manufacturing is a data-driven operation. As
product technologies and manufacturing processes become
more and more complex, the amount of data involved also
increases substantially. There are many manufacturing
operations requiring large amount of data to be handled
quickly, such as the controlling of automated tools,
tracking parts and materials, testing and inspection, and
even generating management reports. Since the basic
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function of a computer is data processing, it thus becomes
an essential tool for today's manufacturing operations,
and the key to integrating the total process.
Trends of Computer Technologies
in Manufacturing Automation
Automation is not a new subject in production
engineering. However, the mechanizations we used to have
were usually expensive to install, and not flexible to
changing needs, although it could perform more useful work
with less human effort and justified the investment in
large scale manufacturing operations. But the scenario
has changed dramatically in recent years due to the degree
or level of automation which the available technology can
support.
The cost of data processing has come down drastically
by a factor of a hundred over the past twenty years, while
the performance of computers has increased by
approximately a thousand times as a result of continual
advances in integrated circuit technology- the number of
circuit elements that can be integrated on a single
semiconductor chip has been doubling every two years.
Today, a new generation-of microchips such as Intel
Corp.'s 80386 and Motorola Inc.'s 68020 can crunch
information in 32-bit chunks - twice as much as the
fastest personal computers (PCs) did just a year ago and
the same amount as DEC minicomputers costing US$50,000 and
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up. Indeed, a US$5,000 desktop machine based on Intel's
80386 can run as fast as many mainframes costing
US$500,000. Even IBM has boasted that its fastest 80386-
based Personal System/2 has the raw processing speed of a
1975 370/168 mainframe costing US$3.5 million [1-1]. As a
result, computer applications in manufacturing processes
and factory automation are becoming more and more
economical.
Besides the cost factors, other developments in
computer technologies also boost up the capabilities of
computer applications in manufacturing operations.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a new and rapidly
developing field in simulating humanlike functions such as
reasoning and interpretation in computer logic. The use
of AI technology greatly enhances computer capabilities in





- line modeling and simulation
- diagnosis of equipment malfunctions
Computer has proven to be an invaluable tool for the
engineers who design products and develop its
manufacturing processes. Individual engineering
1-1. Computers: The New Look. Business Week,
(November 30, 1987): 78
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workstations today can generate three-dimensional graphics
in color, that can be animated, changed, and
mathematically analyzed. An important trend in this area
is the integration of CAD/CAM systems using a common
geometric data base for product development and
manufacturing. An interesting example is that the Very
Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Chips currently employed in
the computer products could have not been designed and
produced if there were no computer.
Another contribution to factory automation is the
advances in robotic technology. Applications such as
pick-and-place only require basic, unsophisticated robots.
However, complex tasks such as assembly applications,
require intelligent robotic systems that can integrate
manipulation, sensing, computation, and control functions.
Material handling is another major part of a
manufacturing operation. Individual material handling
systems for storage, transport, and material transfer may
each be automated. This may include the use of conveyers,
automatic guided vehicles, automatic storage and retrieval
systems and robots. However, these individual sub-systems
have to tie together by a factory control system to
achieve an integrated manufacturing operation.
Computer systems can also be used to automate the
management process as well as the physical manufacturing
process. Computer is used to process and communicate the
technical, logistical and administrative data in an
automated manufacturing environment. Product design data
5is translated into manufacturing process routings and
control programs. Planning data is used to drive the
manufacturing process. The logistical systems control the
scheduling and movement of products and materials.
Administrative data systems collect and report performance
information of the operation.
The CIM Concept
Computer automation has been applied extensively in
the different areas of the manufacturing system such as
design, assembly, process control, material handling,
production planning and control, finance and
administration. Yet the most efficient use of computer
automation will be the proper coordination and integration
of these functions to meet the demand of the changing
market in product performance, quality, price and
delivery. Computer-Integrated manufacturing (CIM) is
therefore the natural extension Gf computer automation
where the various modules of the manufacturing system are
connected with an integrated data base. The strategic
linking of existing technologies and management thus
provides a framework for a total manufacturing system.
Supported by the computer technologies, CIM therefore'
incorporates the following elements (FIGURE 1):
i. The production management systems such as
Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRPII), process
planning, group technology, just-in-time (JIT), total
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quality control (TQC), and etc.
ii. The manufacturing control systems such as process
control, tool control, data collection, and etc.
iii. Computer-aided engineering such as CAD, engineering
analysis, modeling, and etc.
iv. Computer-aided manufacturing such as robotics,
numerical control (NC) tools, automatic material
handling and warehouse, and etc.
The CIM data base thus contains an internal structure
corresponding to the logical and physical framework of the
manufacturing functions. The basic constituents of the
CIM data base are:
i. Product data- data describing the objects to be
manufactured, such as its geometry, text data, and
etc.
ii. Production data- concerning how the objects are to
be manufactured.
iii. Operation data- describing the events of
production, such as the production schedule,
assembly sequence, and etc.
iv. Resource data- describing the resources involved in
operations.
This shared data base therefore allows rapid transfer
of data from one function area to another. The pool of
data can also make manufacturing management control and
decision-making easier. A model of the mapping of the CIM
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technologies onto a typical manufacturing control system
is shown in FIGURE 2.
CIM should not be viewed as just another application
of computer technology like CAD, CAM, and etc. The
integrated data base can be regarded as the organic growth
of the manufacturing system and turns itself a strategic
advantage. CIM, therefore, is not a product but a process
whose evolution in an organization should be consistent
with the business strategies. It may be implemented
incrementally over time, and should lead to the eventual
integration of the different islands of automation.
One of the result of computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM) application is the factory of the
future- an unmanned factory with raw materials coming
in at one end of a building and finished products going
out from the other end. Although this age-old vision is
still a long way off, many companies in some advanced
countries have already put the pieces together to automate
the entire manufacturing operations to a very advanced
level. Examples of these are IBM plant [1-2] in
Lexington, Kentucky, which includes five major subassembly
lines as well as automated final assembly, test, and
packaging operations for the production of typewriters and
printers. Another IBM plant in Poughkeepsie, New York,
1-2. Powers, John H. Jr. Automating Electronics Manufactur
-ing. IEEE Circuits Devices Magazine,
3 (March 1987): 21
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has an automated printed circuit board assembly
operation. In Japan, Oki's Takasaki plant [1-3] has an
integrated operations of developing, designing, and
manufacturing over 1200 types of information-processing
equipment. These are strong signs that the name of the
game today is computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) to
meet the fast changing market needs and maintain steady
growth with the ability to manufacture high-quality
products at low costs and short production cycles.
1-3. Hiromu Tanimoto. Factory Automation: An Automatic
Assembly Line for the Manufacture of Printers.
Computer, IEEE Computer Society,
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In the past decade, there were reports describing
successful cases on automating factories [2-1,2-2].
Also, there were many others literatures illustrating key
approaches in installing and carrying out computer aided
manufacturing systems [2-3,2-4]. Gunn [2-5] urged to
review the overall trend of computer applications in
manufacturing and engineering, and to establish a
conceptual frame of reference as a guide to understand the
Factory of the Future. The framework so formulated was
basically a computer-integrated-manufacturing (CIM) model,
an integration of CAD, CAM and MRP (material requirement
planning) functions
2-1. Powers, John H.Jr. Automating Electronics Manufactur-
ing IEEE Circuits Devices Magazine 3 (March 1987):
21
2-2. Hiromu Tanimoto. Factory Automation: An Automatic,Ass
embly 'Line for the Manufacture of Printers. Computer
- IEEE Computer Society, 17 (December 1984): 50
2-3. Hesikiaoff, Heskia. Computers and Productivity in Prod-
uction Operations Administrative Functions in Manu-
facturing Industries in the United States. Columbia
University: Xerox University Microfilms, 1977.
2-4. Rembold U., and Dillmann R. Computer-aided Design and
Manufacturing- Methods and Tools. Berlin: Springer-
Verlag, 1986.
2-5. Gunn, Thomas G. Computer Applications in Manufacturing.
New York: Industrial Press Inc, 1981.
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All these provided much stimulation and insight that
encouraged manufacturers in implementing some kind of
computer aided system in the factory.
Surveys on CAD/CAM Application
With all the potential advantages and benefits in
installing CAD/CAM or CIM systems, it would be very
interesting to find out the effectiveness of such
installation and the actual feedback and comments from the
users and the concerned parties. The writers had the
opportunity to go through two survey reports performed in
the last four years.
A Survey Done in United States
In March 1984, with the cooperation of IEEE Computer
Graphics and Applications (CGA), a survey [2-6] was
conducted by Datapro Research Corporation of Delran on a
group of current CAD/CAM users with no particular
industry classification. The survey aimed at assessing
the users' experiences, the current status and future
prospects of CAD/CAM systems. Altogether 33 current users
responded to the survey questionnaires.
Their rating on the benefits from using CAD/CAM
cvstems is depicted in TABLE 2-1. Among all the listed
2-6. Users and Vendors Evaluate the Current status ana
Future Prospects of CAD/CAM. IEEE Computer Graphic!
and Applications, 4 (February 1984: 18
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benefits, improved accuracy was highly recognized by this
group of respondents, while reduced costs was the least
selected item.
One interesting point is observed. About one fourth
of the respondents was undecided about cost reduction.
This uncertainty was due to the CAD/CAM implementation, as
an ongoing development activities, would cloud cost
savings in the short run, but would most likely reward the
users in the long run if the system was once optimized.
TABLE 2-1
CAD/CAM BENEFITS AS DETERMINED BY DATAPRO
RESEARCH CORPORATION'S USER SURVEY









About their future plans for the CAD/CAM systems,
most of the respondents were going to install additional
terminals in their organizations. Some of them would like
to move to 3-D design system, and to equip more color
graphic workstations and 32-bit machines.
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With all the suggestions from the respondents,
Datapro inferred that CAD/CAM systems were performing well
enough to be considered for future expansion such as
further integration of applications, increased use of
databases, and information-sharing between departments.
Vendors' comments
CGA further interviewed five vendors and one
independent consultant to obtain a sampling of their view
on the current status and future prospects of CAD/CAM
systems. In general, the vendors viewed very much as the
users did and in addition they put forward some of their
observations and advice on this issue.
They suggested that the users had to be patient in
learning the computer operations. Many users, probably
misled by some vendors, thought that a new system could
become productive in a very short period of time, but
ended up in frustration. In other cases, the
dissatisfaction came from the inability to fully utilize
the system because of no suitable software available. In
most cases, good training was a key factor for achieving
system productivity. They also suggested to pay attention
to the resistance to change.
However, the vendors did not quite agree on the fact
that the potential users had adopted a wait-and see
posture on the effectiveness of CAD/CAM. The delay in
adopting CAD/CAM as to the vendors' view, was occasioned
by problems like getting the money together, figuring out
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which vendor to go with, interfacing to existing equipment
- matters that took some time to work through.
A Survey Done in Hong Kong
In March 1985, the Electronics Industry Training
Board of the Vocational Training Council of Hong Kong
conducted a survey [2--7] on the current status of
computer-aided design/ computer-aided manufacturing
application in the electronics industry. To cope with
the growing application of computer-aided technology in
the industry, the training board had to plan ahead the
likely future demand of relevant manpower and if
necessary, establish training courses in this area. The
Training Board would like to know from the survey:
i. The type of CAD/CAM equipment presently in use in the
electronics industry in Hong Kong.
ii. The existing manpower, classified by skill level,
engaged in the operation and maintenance of such
equipment.
iii. The likely future demand for CAD/CAM equipment and
their supporting staff.
2-7. 1985 Survey report on CAD/CAM Application in the ilea
tronics Industry. Electronics Industry Training
board of the Vocational Training Council.
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Survey results
Of the 200 questionnaires sent to the manufacturers,
106 were completed and returned.
The most popular CAD applications were circuit
artwork layout design for IC's or PCB's, and 2D/3D
modeling systems too. However, it was surprised to read
that only 13 percent of the respondents were existing
users of one or more categories of CAD equipment. Among
all the respondents, about 30 percent were revealed to be
the existing and likely future CAD users.
On the other hand, about 40 percent of the
respondents claimed to be the existing CAM users and the
main application was component testing.. Twelve percent of
respondents had in-house designed computer-based systems
for process automation, industrial control and product
testing. Among all the respondents, about 62 percent were
revealed to be the existing and likely CAM users.
Thus, it demonstrated in this survey that there were
more CAM applications than CAD.
The result on the reasons of not adopting CAD/CAM is
depicted in TABLE 2-2. The survey concluded that the
level of CAD/CAM application in the electronics industry
was low and 'there were few plans for their future
development or application. Also it was observed that
the CAD/CAM applied were mainly for computerising single

















Electronics Industry of Hong Kong
The electronics industry of Hong Kong has undergone
rapid changes in recent years. Factories that used to
produce transistor radios are now turning out computer
peripherals and semiconductor products today. The
production technology today would require the employment
of a lot of computer aided equipment so as to produce
these advanced products. We can say that the industry is
at the point stage of automation where a single task or
operation is being automated. Facing the competition from
other Asian countries, will the Hong Kong electronics
industry move up to a higher level of factory automation?
In order to maintain competitiveness and to put forth
the products in the market ahead of other competing
countries, it is very important to have more innovative
products of better quality, more flexibility in design and
manufacturing capabilities, and a shorter development
turnaround time.
Also, the labor shortage in Hong Kong has boosted the
labour rate so high that Hong Kong can no longer be a
paradise of cheap labor. More and more labour intensive
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industries transfer their plants to mainland China and
other underdeveloped countries. This move will drive Hong
Kong towards producing more advanced and hi-tech products.
And, similar to the advanced countries, more computer
automation and a higher level of integration, or CIM,
appear to be the solution.
Research Objectives Defined
It may be unfair to compare Hong Kong to the other
technological advanced countries as Hong Kong is still far
behind in technical resources. However, the electronics
industry is the second largest sector in manufacturing and
is still a fast growing industry. Hence, it is
appropriate to study whether CIM or higher level of
factory automation will be adopted as a manufacturing
strategy by the manufacturers. Therefore, the research
objectives are:
i. To survey the current status of computer-aided
systems employed in the industry.
ii. To study the attitudes of local manufacturers towards
higher level of computer integration in factory
automation.
iii. To find out the factors that may hinder CIM




The research was primarily conducted through
literature review, questionnaire surveys and in-depth
interviews with professionals from education institutions,
advisory organizations, and executives from manufacturing
companies.
Having gone through the in-depth literature search on
the current concept and practice of CIM and before the
design of questionnaires, the writers arranged an
interview with a lecturer in Manufacturing Engineering
Department of Hong Kong Polytechnic to review the overall
CAD/CAM application climate in Hong Kong industries, with
particular interest in the electronics sector.
Questionnaire Surveys
The writers then designed two sets of questionnaires
for two different target groups. The first set (APPENDIX
1) was specially for the manufacturers, CAD/CAM users or
non-users, while the other set (APPENDIX 2) was for
CAD/CAM suppliers. The questionnaire was divided into
three parts:
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i. The respondent's profile.
ii. The company's profile.
iii. The computer aided systems information.
In part (iii), both manufacturers and vendors were
asked in details on areas of applications of computer-
aided-design (CAD), computer-aided-manufacturing (CAM) and
computer-aided-production planning (CAPP) that they used
or provided. There were also questions for them to
express their view on the factors that encouraged
computer-aided-system installation as well as the factors
that hindered its development.
The two sets of questionnaire had been tested to
eliminate ambiguous and misleading questions before
sending out to the selected samples. For both surveys, a
non-probability, purposive sampling method was adopted.
Manutacturers survey
In order to meet the research objectives, the writers
classified the manufacturing target group into two
subgroups. The first and the major sub-group was of those
large, well known and established companies in this
industry. They were also known to be currently practicing
some kind of computer-aided systems in their manufacturing
organizations. Hence, it is expected to have a closer
reflection of CAD/CAM user's feedback from this group.
About 80 percent of the questionnaires were sent to this
group.
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On the other hand, the remaining 20 percent of the
questionnaire were sent to those electronics products
manufacturers, selected from the yellow page of the
telephone directory. They were not well-known companies
and most likely of small sized factories. This sub-group
likely represented the current CAD/CAM non-users, and
would put forward what hindering factors that they
perceived on CAD/CAM applications.
Altogether, 47 manufacturers were approached and
follow-up telephones were made.
Suppliers survey
In late 1987, there were two functions organized by
the Hong Kong Productivity Council:
i. Autotech- CAD/CAM Systems Exhibition, and
ii. Software Exhibition.
Both exhibitions attracted many prominent suppliers on the
CAD/CAM related field to participate. The writers then
selected those appropriate participants from the exhibitor
lists and questionnaires were sent out to them.
Also, other vendors who had been advertising or
publishing their new CAD/CAM products and facilities in
the technical journals were contacted.
Altogether 29 sets of questionnaire were sent out.
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In-depth Interviews
After receiving and briefly reviewing the responses
from the two questionnaire surveys, the writers then
arranged personal interviews with a couple responsible and
renown individuals who had in-depth experience and
profound knowledge on the progress of the CAD/CAM
application in the Hong Kong electronics industry. They
were from the Industry Department of Hong Kong government,
the Productivity Council and the Hong Kong University.
Also, two representative respondents from the user group
and one from the supplier group were selected for further
personal interview (refer BIBLIOGRAPHY).
The purpose of having interview session with
professionals from the advisory organizations and
university was to explore an extended view on the current
status of CAD/CAM application, the CAD/CAM investment
climate and how the industry's infrastructure supported
the move. The in-depth question and answer session with
the questionnaire respondents aimed to assess a more
comprehensive opinions that the questionnaire did not
provide and to clarify questions that raised from the
collected data and opinions.
All the data collected through the questionnaire
surveys and the information through the interviews were
then reviewed and analysed.
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Research Limitations
There are certain limitations inherent in the
research method which should be noted when interpreting
the research results. They are discussed below.
i. Computer-integrated manufacturing is still a new
concept to many. The respondents' knowledge and
experience on this new tool could affect their
perspectives on this technology trend.
ii. The data and opinions collected from the limited
purposive sampling is vulnerable to bias. Since
there are over a thousand establishments in the Hong





As mentioned in Chapter IV, the research work was
conducted primarily through questionnaire surveys on the
manufacturers and the CAD/CAM equipment suppliers in the
electronics industry, and also supplemented by personal
interviews with a few profound individuals from various
disciplines, who were knowledgeable in the CAD/CAM
application.
Manufacturer's Questionnaire
Of the 47 manufacturers selected for the survey, 15
completed and returned the questionnaires. The response
rate is about 32 percent. As some of the respondents did
not disclose their company's names, the writers are not
able to know that how many replies are from the large
establishments which are known to be current CAD/CAM
users, or from the randomly selected group. Nonetheless,
the relatively high returned rate does indicate that
in general manufacturers have much interest in this issue.
Most of the questionnaires were responded by key
staff, functional managers and even directors of
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operations and managing directors. Many of them were of
engineering background.
Company Profile Data
APPENDIX 3 shows the distributions of respondents for
the four types of company profile. They are the types of
products manufactured, the annual sales of the company in
1986, the nature of the company ownership and the
manufacturing system employed.
APPENDIX 4 tabulates the total number of applications
of CAD, CAM and CAPP systems for each category of each
type of company profile.
To demonstrate the scale of magnitude in applying
computer-aided system for each category, the writers use a
term, known as average number of computer-aided systems
installed to measure the differences. The term is
defined in APPENDIX 5. Hence, if the average number is
towards to three, it indicates that the application
magnitude is high. Average number of three implies that
each establishment of that particular category uses all
three types of computer-aided systems. APPENDIX 6 shows
the overall result of average number of system installed




There are 13 existing CAD users in the survey, i.e.
about 87 percent of the total respondents. The total
areas of CAD applications in the questionnaire are
classified into five :
i. Computer drafting.
ii. Solid modeling and product/graphic design.
iii. Mechanical design and analysis.
iv. Circuit board artwork layout.
v. Circuit design and simulation.
Of the 24 reported CAD applications, more PC based
machines are used. Data show that 13 applications (54
percent of total applications) use the PC based machines,
nine (38 percent) use workstations and only two (10
percent) use mini-based machines.
CAD application related to type of product
and manufacturing system employed
Details of CAD application status related to type of
product and type of manufacturing system is depicted in
APPENDIX 7. It also shows the number of companies
applying CAD system in each area of applications.
To measure the extensiveness of areas of CAD
applications on different types of products produced and
types of manufacturing systems employed, the writers
define a term called average number of applications to
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measure the extensiveness (APPENDIX 8). The higher the
value of the number, the wider scope or more extensive the
application is. In this application, if the value is
five, it implies that each establishment of the concerned
category applies CAD system on all five areas.
APPENDIX 9 shows the overall result of average number
of CAD applications for different categories of the two
types of company profile. The mean average number of CAD
applications for the 15 respondents is 1.6.
Computer-Aided-Manufacturing (CAM)
Application Status
The existing users are ten for this application, i.e.
about 67 percent of the total respondents. The writers
reclassified the areas of CAD application that listed in
the questionnaire into four main types and the
reclassification details is shown in APPENDIX 10:
i. Assembly and manufacturing.
ii. Quality control.
iii. Testing.
iv. Storage and transportation.
CAM application related to type of product
and manufacturing system employed
Again the average number of applications is used to
measure the degree of CAM applications for the two types
of company profile. APPENDIX 11 shows details of the
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areas of CAM applications related to types of products
and types of manufacturing system employed. It also
demonstrates how many companies are applying CAM system in
each type of applications. APPENDIX 12 tabulates the
overall results on average number of CAM applications.
The mean average number of CAM applications is 1.1 only.
Computer-Aided-Production Planning (CAPP)
Application Status
Also ten respondents applied CAPP system in their
factories. Besides the five specified areas of
application in the questionnaire, namely
i. Order processing.




There are two companies added the sixth application-
in finance and invoicing.
CAPP application related to type of product
and manufacturing system employed
The average number of applications is again used to
measure the degree of CAPP applications. APPENDIX 13
shows details of the areas of CAPP applications for the
two types of company profile. It also demonstrates the
number of companies applying CAPP system in each area of
applications. The corresponding average numbers of
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applications are tabulated in APPENDIX 14. The mean
average number of applications is 1.8.
Assessments From Manufacturers
The responding manufacturers had to input three
different aspects of assessment in the questionnaire.
They first evaluated the performance of their present
computer aided systems, then gave their reasons for using
or upgrading the systems, and finally the hindrance
factors in employing the computer-aided systems more
widely in Hong Kong electronics industry.
Evaluation of performance on
present application
The grading pattern from the 15 respondents is shown
in TABLE 5-1. They grade high on productivity and
accuracy factors, while the cost reduction was in the
least priority. This pattern is very similar to the
result of the survey conducted by Datapro in United States









477d. shortened cycle time
406e. reduced costs
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Reasons for using and/or upgrading
the computer-aided systems
The thirteen reasons for using or upgrading computer-
aided systems, that listed in the questionnaire are
reclassified into seven reason factors. APPENDIX 15 shows
the reclassification details and TABLE 5-2 depicts the
result of assessment in priority, the number of entry,
and as a percentage of total reason entry from the
respondents.
FABLE 5-2











Hindrance factors that affecting the application
of computer-aided systems
Hindrance factors are reclassified into five types.
APPENDIX 16 shows the reclassification of hindrance















Of the 29 selected suppliers, only eight (28 percent)
returned the questionnaires. Nonetheless, three did not
fill in the computer application information section as
they were not in the CAD/CAM business. Thus the effective
response rate is 17 percent.
Scope of Their CAD/CAM Business
All the five responding CAD/CAM suppliers supply CAD
system. Most of them are supplying equipment for various
areas of CAD applications as described in the section-
CAD Application Status. However, only two suppliers
support CAM equipment sale. One of them concentrates on
machining equipment, and the other one supports all areas
of CAM applications as shown in APPENDIX 10, except robot
and automated warehouse/transportation system.
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These particular five suppliers are, however not in
the CAPP system business at all.
Regarding the future business plan in next five
years, only one company discloses that they plan to
provide computer-aided-manufacturing systems in the field
of quality control/inspection, and process control. All
the other do not input any information.
kssessments From Suppliers
Mostly used statements
The suppliers' response on the question
What are the five statements that they mostly use
to convince their clients to install or upgrade computer-
aided systems?, is tabulated in TABLE 5-4.
The description of each statement is just identical
to the reason factors shown in APPENDIX 15.
TABLE 5-4












The distribution of the percentage of total entry is
very similar to that of manufacturers' response (TABLE
5-2). The suppliers also grade highly on productivity
factor.
Hindrance factors that affecting the application
of computer-aided systems
As in manufacturer's case, hindrance factors are
reclassified into five types (APPENDIX 16). TABLE 5-5
tabulates the result of suppliers' feed back.
TABLE 5-5










Similar to the view held by the manufacturers, the
suppliers also consider manpower to be the key hindrance
factor. However, they have very different viewpoints on
the other factors. The suppliers consider operation to be
the next hindrance factor and equipment second lowest
whereas the order of importance is reversed in the
manufacturer's viewpoints (TABLE 5-3).
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What users looking for
On the question of what functions of CAD/CAM
capabilities or CAD/CAM products that the potential users
are looking for in the next five years, the responding
suppliers said the manufacturers would like to have more
powerful artificial intelligent (AI) workstation, and the
possibility of linking various systems to the main frame
computer and/or linking to inspection devices.
Interviews
After analysing the questionnaire data, private
personal interviews were conducted with selected supplier
and manufacturers, and also with reputed professionals
from the Industry Department, the Hong Kong Productivity
Council, and from the University of Hong Kong. The
interview schedule is listed in the BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Interviews with Manufacturers
The manufacturers have a complex feeling on the trend
of computer automated manufacturing in the Hong Kong
electronics industry. While most of interviewees claim
that they fully comprehend the capabilities and advantages
of computer automation, but when they consider the amount
of investment required to purchase the necessary hardwares
and softwares, they find it difficult to sell the proposal
to the management board. Cost-effectiveness is easier to
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justify when the investment is to reduce cost or to
increase productivity than when it is to position the
company's capability to meet the fast changing market.
This holds true except for some manufacturing industries,
such as the semiconductor companies which employ the
CAD/CAE systems due to the complexity of the operations.
Still most of them believe that more factories will adopt
CAD/CAM on a discrete basis partly due to the labor
shortage and partly due to the move to hi-tech products,
however, the development to a fully automatic factory
still seem to be a castle in the air for the next 10 to 15
years. Some of the bigger companies have already
developed certain degree of computer automation within
their factories but they found it a hard time to integrate
these functions together. The determination and support
from top management is one question and the shortage of
professionals who have the knowledge and experience to
integrate these isolated functions together is another.
Some suggest that the government should play a more
active role in the promotion and assistance to the
industry on computer automation which is a long term
investment, such as providing low interest loans like the
Japanese government. Also, the education institutions
should be responsible for training up sufficient engineers




An interview was conducted with the sales executive
and the application engineer of a major equipment supplier
who sells a wide range of CAD/CAM equipment. The
interviewees are optimistic on the trend of computer
automation due to several factors, such as less reliance
on skillful manual workers, more flexibility to meet the
market demands etc., and most probably the result of a
strong growth in sales (including sales to China). The
biggest share is in the CAD systems for drafting and
printed circuit board (PCB) layout, while the demands for
electronic-CAD (E-CAD) workstations and CAD/CAM systems
for mold making are also growing. According to their
opinions, the hardware cost has already dropped
drastically for the last few years - present price is
about one-third of what was two years ago, and the price
is now at an affordable level for most companies to start
computer automation.
PC based machines will still be the mainstream due to
its lower cost. However, after the companies taste the
success with their entry level automation, they will
probably move onto a better system such as a mini-computer
or supermicro based for faster speed and higher
integration level. More and more companies are willing to
invest some money on computer automation equipments
probably as a test to gain confidence and experience on
this unavoidable trend. Contrasting to the views held by
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most manufacturers, the interviewees have the opinions
that the manufacturers do not fully comprehend the
application of CAD/CAM systems and the need to automate.
The supports from equipment manufacturers will be
mostly on CAD/CAE systems whereas most CAM equipment are
dedicated machines specially designed for certain
manufacturing operations. The total integration is
unlikely to happen in the next few.years. Besides, it is
beyond the suppliers' capability to support equipments for
a total manufacturing system.
Interviews with Industry Department and
Hong Kong Productivity Council
Although the government is holding a non-intervention
policy on industrial development, the role of the Industry
Department is to provide supports to the manufacturing
industry and to advise the government on policy to
maintain the strength of Hong Kong manufacturing base.
Facing the tough competition from other Asian countries, a
lot of Hong Kong manufacturers move their labor intensive
operations to China. To the opinion of the interviewee
from the Industry Department, the cheap labor market in
China thus maintains the profit margin of these
manufacturers under the pressure of a price squeeze, but
at the same time, slows down their awareness to develop a
suitable business strategy to meet the competition in the
long run. Also, the shadow of 1997 and the brain
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draining in recent years may have some influence on the
investment climate. The interviewee suggests that Hong
Kong should focus on design and liaison function of the
manufacturing processes, and should also develop its own
process manufacturing base so as to maintain her
competitive strength.
Some companies develop their automation plan due to
the demand of the products. The product trend in the
electronics is to go miniaturization. Thanks to the
development of application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) and surface mount technology (SMT), design
that once required a number of discrete components on a
large printed circuit board can now be accomplished with a
few customized integrated circuits (ICs) on a much smaller
board. Upon the advice of the Industry Development Board
(IDB), funds are allocated to the Hong Kong Productivity
Council (HKPC) to set up the CAD/CAM Centre, and a SMT
Laboratory is also under planning. These set-ups are
intended for a hands-on demonstration to the local
manufacturers to promote the use of technology in
productivity enhancement. The government is also funding
a training scheme on ASIC. Both the Industry Department
and HKPC hope that through the seminars and consultancy
works, the manufacturers can gain an awareness on the need
of computer automation to maintain their competitive
edges. Funds are also allocated to researches in
Universities and Polytechnics on CAD/CAM development.
Since there is a time lag in education, the government has
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a responsibility to speed up the diffusion process and
it is expected that a linkage effect can be stimulated
through the consultancy services, seminars and training to
spread the concept of technology advancement.
Interviews with Education Institutions
According to a lecturer from the University of Hong
Kong, the Engineering faculty regards CAD/CAM as an
important subject which is included in the undergraduate
curriculum. CIM is also included in the graduate
curriculum in the Industrial Engineering Department.
These training provide the students a basic knowledge on
the CAD/CAM applications and enable them adaptable to the
new technology era. This new breed of engineers can
eventually become a drive in industry. A similar picture
is also seen in the Polytechnics. On the technician
level, the Vocational Training Council also provides basic
training in their technician courses based on the 1985
manpower survey with subjects such as computer-aided
drafting, computer numerical control (CNC) machine
operation, and computer-aided circuit board layout etc.
Researches are carried out in both the Universities
and Polytechnics on CAD/CAM development such as very large
scale integration (VLSI) design, direct numerical control
(DNC) systems, microprocessor laboratory etc. Besides
projects initiated from the individual lecturers' own
areas of specialization, the Industry Development Board is
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also funding a joint project on a CAD/CAM system for
plastic mold making. Efforts from both universities are
employed to develop the software and hardware suitable for
use in the local industry. As discussion proceeded onto
the need of such system in the industry, the writers and
the interviewee come to the opinion that the ideal system
should contain the expert knowledge of a tool designer as
part of its data base. Hence the ideal person to carry
out the development should have both the computer
knowledge and the tool design experience. An analogy can
be drawn to the CIM implementation in industry where
people experienced in computer automation and the
particular trade is required for successful development.
Unfortunately, this kind of professionals are lacking in
the industry.
According to the opinion of the interviewees from the
University of Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Polytechnic,
Hong Kong is far behind other Asian countries such as
Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore in CAD/CAM development, and
most local manufacturers do not implement the automation
with a system approach due to cost and lack of expertise.
The interviewees all suggest that both the industry and
government should provide more funds to education
institutions on more CAD/CAM research and development.
An interviewee also has the opinion that researches
in universities should be on the exploration of new
frontier of the knowledge. He also holds a pessimistic
view on CIM development in Hong Kong due to its industry
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structure and the average size of factories - CIM is most
suitable on large scale and process type manufacturing




The data collected from the fifteen manufacturers and
the suppliers are by no means a precise indication of the
CAD/CAM applications in the Hong Kong electronics
industry. Since the survey is focused on the trend of
computer-integrated automation, the purposive sampling
allows an efficient pool of opinions from those who have
already taken a first step in computer automation.
The relatively high response rates from the
questionnaires (32 percent from manufacturers and 17
percent from suppliers) indicate that computer automation
remains a hot topic in the industry. The result
supplemented by the interviews could well reflect the
attitudes of the industry toward higher level of computer
automation. In this chapter, the writers attempt to
interpret the results in the light of the research
nhiPctives.
The Current Status of CAD/CAM Applications
There are 13 out of 15 respondents indicating that
some sort of computer-aided tools are currently employed
in their companies. Whereas in the 1985 survey by the
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Electronics Industry Training Board, 14 out of 106
respondents (13 percent) were current CAD users (refer
CHAPTER II). Although the sampling basis of the two
surveys are different, the population is the same- the
electronics industry. The mere coincidence in the number
of users and its sheer smallness could well be a strong
indication that the growth in computer automation in Hong
Kong since 1985 is not as fast as the suppliers reported.
Or it could be that computer automation is limited to a
few companies only.
It is observed from the survey that sizes of company
employing computer-aided systems are mainly medium or
large - the majority have annual sales over HK$100 million
(APPENDIX 3). These companies are mainly multi-nationals
with foreign based parent companies or joint venture with
foreign company (APPENDIX 3). The reason is rather
obvious as these foreign investments usually bring in new
technologies required for their manufacturing and are more
p prepared to adopt advanced manufacturing technology. On
the other hand, data also indicate that the two local
private companies do not own any computer aided system at
all.
Computer aided systems are used extensively in all
the four companies making electronic components (APPENDIX
6). Next to the component manufacturers are the electronic
equipment and the computer products manufacturers. These
types of product companies are typically technology driven
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and the adoption of computer aided systems appears
necessary for them to stay competitive. Electronics
consumer products and data communication products are
among the lowest ranking probably due to their technology
requirement is lower in general.
From the questionnaire data, three out of the four
component manufacturers are with repetitive large batch
production process while one of them uses process type
production. Repetitive batch type manufacturing systems
are dominant (10 out of the 15 respondent) in the company
profile and is clearly representing the typical




Comparing to the 1985 survey, the most popular CAD
applications now are still in drafting (10 out of 13 users
in the survey - APPENDIX 7) and circuit board artwork
layout (7 out of 13 users - APPENDIX 7). A significant
portion of the user employed PC based machines (54 percent
of total applications). This is probably due to large
amount of PC based software and the increasing power of
the microcomputers. This requires comparatively very
little investment and also explains why more respondents
are employing CAD equipment (87 percent) than CAM
S (r-%7 nPrcP_n t).
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As discussed above, CAD is widely used in eiectronies
equipment, component and computer products manufacturers
(APPENDIX 9). An interesting point observed in the data
is that the use of CAD equipment is tied to the type of
manufacturing system with small batch and little
repetition (APPENDIX 9). Although there is only one
sample in this category, companies employing the small
batch with little repetition type manufacturing system are
typically producing multiple products in low volume. The
strategic employment of CAD equipment can definitely
assist the companies in shortening the design and
development cycle, and to have a faster response to the
ever changing market demands.
Computer-aided Manufacturing (CAM)
Most of the CAM applications are in assembly and
manufacturing such as component insertions, PCB
manufacturing and machining (80 percent of the users), and
the next is in automated testing (50 percent). Also some
applications are reported on quality control and process
control. However, no application on automatic storage and
transportation functions is reported in the survey.
Nevertheless, one company says that they are planning to
have automated warehouse in 1990.
Comparing with the findings on CAD, the CAM
applications are tied with the repetitive large batch
operations (APPENDIX 12) and again are used most
extensively on electronics component and computer
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manufacturing. CAM equipment are usually specially
designed machines dedicated for the automation of a
particular operation. Obviously the CAM equipment are
employed to achieve the economy of scale. These are the
typical areas where the cost-effectiveness of the machines
can easily be justified
Computer-aided Production Planning (CAPP)
Production planning and control is one of the
earliest computer application in industry. Although only
67 percent of the respondents reported computer
applications in this section, the result indicates that
they are employed rather extensively in the various areas
of the production planning (APPENDIX 13). Besides, 90
percent of the users employs mini-computer systems in
their companies. This can be due to the mature
development of this field and the sophisticated softwares
supported by companies like Hewlett-Packard.
Of the current users, the electronics components
manufacturers represent the biggest CAPP user group
(APPENDIX 14). And the CAPP applications are also widely
employed in repetitive batch production. On the other
hand, no CAPP function is reported on companies employing
small batch with little repetition type manufacturing
system. Although there is only one company of this kind
in the sample, an apparent reason would be that the
inventory data for this project type work are usually non
repetitive and there is no enhancement in efficiency even
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though computer is employed. Another type not employing
CAPP is the engineering development company and the reason
is obvious as there is no production system in the
comoanv.
Expansion Plans
Most believe that the development will be in
standalone workstation. This.attitude is supported by the
questionnaire result.
Of the current CAD users, 46 percent indicate plans
to upgrade or expand the applications while none of the
current non-user has any plan to employ CAD equipment in
the next five years. 40 percent of the current CAM users
have similar plans and one of the current non-users
expresses plan to employ CAM equipment in the coming year.
Only 30 percent of the current CAPP users have plans to
upgrade the system in the near future. This could be due
to the development opportunities in CAPP are already
highly exploited while there are still a lot of rooms for
CAD/CAM development.
While most respondents rate increased productivity
(TABLE 5.1) as the biggest benefit from computer
automation and the main reason for upgrading or expanding
the system (TABLE 5.2), the expansion plans are mainly
increasing the workstations or upgrading the operations.
Although most of the responses from the questionnaires and
nterviews indicate that computer automation will be an
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important trend in industry for various reasons, only very
few express the intention to move onto a higher level and
computer integrated manufacturing is still a remote goal.
Attitudes Towards Higher Level
of Automation
From the data obtained from the questionnairE
surveys, and the subsequent interviews, it is observec
that the general attitudes towards higher level of
automation are quite diverse. Generally speaking, the
manufacturers' expectation from computer automation is
productivity improvement. This is reflected in the
performance evaluation in the survey (TABLE 5.1) and is
also the main reason to use or upgrade the systems (TABLE
supplier, people are easier to be convinced with promises
of productivity improvement than by other reasons.
Obviously these manufacturers are still exploiting the
strategy of the economy of scale with computer automation.
Besides the productivity improvements, the survey or
both manufacturers and suppliers indicates that the
the complexity in operations are the next major reasor
after productivity to adopt computer automation (TABLE 5.2
and TABLE 5.4). The ranking patterns by the manufacturers
and the suppliers are quite similar except that the
manufacturers place quality/design second to productivit
)5.2). According to an intarviewee from the equipment
whereas the suppliers put it below cost.
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However, complex operation is a typical
characteristics of high technology products but
unfortunately the majority company in the Hong Kong
electronics industry are of smaller scale in size and are
producing mostly imitation products. This keeps them in
the lower technology level and less reliable on CAD/CAM
systems since they are doing very little design works.
From the survey results and the interviews, the
writers observe that some companies have plans or have
already started to move up the automation ladder to add
advantage to the competitive edges. Some are still
staying at the "point automation" stage and take a "wait-
and-see" position on higher level integration, whereas the
majority have not started the computer revolution in their
factories yet - these companies may find that cost of
automation cannot not be justified with their small scale
operation.
An implication from these results is that the
development trend of computer automation is largely
dependent on the future structure of the Hong Kong
electronics industry. The lecturer from the University of
Hong Kong says that it would be more interesting to know
what would become the "star" in the years to come after
the waves stirred by -the electronic handheld games,
personal microcomputer and telephones in the previous
years. Apparently, most Hong Kong manufacturers do not
have a long term product strategy and this definitely
affects their investment behavior in computer automation.
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Hindrance Factors to CIM Development
From this survey, the main hindrance factor as seen
by both the manufacturers and the suppliers for not
employing computer-aided system is due to lack of suitable
manpower and inadequate local technical supports (39
percent and 31 percent --TABLE 5.3 and 5.5).
The next reasons claimed by the manufacturers are the
availability of suitable equipment and system (24
percent), and the expensive equipment cost is rated third
(22 percent). However, cost was the main reason for not
employing CAD/CAM equipment in the 1985 survey. This
reverse in order is definitely the result of the reduced
hardware cost and the promotional efforts of the equipment
suppliers.
On the other hand, the suppliers have a different
opinion and they find that most operations in Hong Kong
electronics industry are not too complex and thus render
the automation unnecessary (25 percent). The
manufacturers' ignorance of the computer's role in
manufacturing is another major stumbling block. Again,
cost is ranked very low on the hindrance factors.
The development pattern from the survey result
indicates an entry barrier for companies to start computer
automation even though these manufacturers are holding a
positive view towards computer automation. The isolated
AAwclnnmPnt of the different computer-aided manufacturing
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functions such as CAD, CAM, CAE, and MRPII (Manufacturing
Resources Planning), presents some problems both technical
and organizational in their integration. Most of the
time, these functions are developed independently at
different time by different people for the improvement of
a given operation within the manufacturing facility. They
remain islands of automation unless they are properly
connected. However, no single vendor could possibly
supply all the many different products and services which
would be required for this higher level of automation.
And, situation is made worse by the fact that there is no
agreed structure for CIM after all.
The biased sampling of the survey leaves the majority
in the Hong Kong electronics industry unquestioned. The
interviews conducted in the survey directed the writers to
investigate the hindrance issues on a broader perspective
as follows.
Market Factors
There is clear indication from the interviews that
the technology movement is market driven. When the
product trend in world market is miniaturization,
manufacturers have to invest in ASIC, SMT and automatic
testing etc., so as to be competitive in the market. This
product trend together with the short product life-cycle
characteristic in the electronics industry also demand
that cmmnanies should compete in product innovation and
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design flexibility, and these are the areas where CAD/CAE
offer most assistance.
However, it can be seen from the survey that 60
percent of the respondents are multi-nationals with
foreign based parent companies. Whereas only one of the
two local private companies has the intention to move into
SMT and this is obviously a market driven decision. This
figures reflect that the foreign investments are playing a
very important role in the trend of computer automation
development in Hong Kong.
The interviewee from the Industry Department comments
that the electronics industry in Hong Kong lacks product
innovation and most local companies adopt the strategy of
following the leader in product development. This
conservative strategy could safeguard, to some extent, the
return of investment, but on the other hand, exposes the
company to the danger of not capable to meet the fast
rhnnin4 world of electronics products.
Economic Factors
The electronics industry is the second largest sector
of the manufacturing industry after clothing. The
statistics indicates that the annual growth rate of 1986
over 1985 was 23.6 percent from HK$27,014 million to
HK$33,393 million. Yet the employment declined 7.5
percent from 81,228 to 75,178 during the same period. The
fihures higlight the industry's move to upscale, high
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valued products, and also a labor problem behind the
growth.
In fact, the labor shortage in the manufacturing
sector and the increasing labor rate cause a lot of
manufacturers to move their labor intensive operations to
China. An interviewee comments that this is the simplest
way to maintain profit margin without changing any of the
production technology. This movement could definitely
reduce their desires to seek another alternative to boost
up productivity.
Also, it has been shown in above sections that
computer automation mainly takes place in foreign
investments. Despite the effort of the Hong Kong
government, the high land cost and the increasing labor
rate could well scare these foreign companies' desires to
invest in Hong Kong and in some ways, slow down the pace
of computer automation development.
Social Factors
The labor shortage in the manufacturing industry
could also be due to change in the employment structure.
The growth in service sector absorbs a lot of labor from
industry. Besides, the rise in general education level
and the wide popularity of computer also shift the young
persons from developing interests in the traditional
skills such as workshop practices to computer programming
instead. Hence the trend will be more and more
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technologists and technicians trained up with a decreasing
supply of low skill manual labors. The difficulty in
recruiting people with traditional skills and the gradual
change in labor supply could therefore foster the
widespread of computer controlled equipment adoption.
s
However, the time lag in education and the shortage
of experienced professionals in CAD/CAM applications makes
manpower problem the-main hindrance factor in computer
automation development by the respondents. Hopefully, the
increasing supply of graduates trained in the area could
in diffusing the new technology,
Political Factor!
Some of the reasons for the success of Hong Kong are
its stable political environment, its relatively low
taxation and free trade policy. With the coming change in
political power in 1997, the confidence in the future
political system becomes the dominating factor when
considering the long term investment. The investment
climate is reflected in the short payback period demanded
by most manufacturers. It is observed from the interviews
that some people even consider two years payback is
already too long. And it is difficult to expect people to
invest into computer automation systems with this
mentality.
The shadow of 1997 not only affects the investment
climate but also the confidence of the Hong Kong people.
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Brain draining is no longer a news today. This wave of
emigration could eventually affect the supply of





Although the survey was performed on a small number
of establishments, the results, supplemented with personal
interviews, were analysed with care and the outcomes could
well reflect the climate of the electronics industry
towards computer automation. The findings are summarized
in the following
i. The general level of computer automation is still
low. And most companies are staying in the
automation of a single process or function.
ii. PC based machines will remain the mainstream in
computer automation for the coming years due to its
lower cost and increasing computing power.
iii. Due to the popularity of PC based CAD softwares
which are cheaper than the dedicated machines for
CAM, more companies are employing CAD than CAM.
iv. Computers are used extensively in the production
planning and control areas. The development is
rather mature and most companies use minicomputers
instead of micros for this function.
v. The application of the other major element of CIM,
the automatic material handling and transportation,
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is not reported in the survey. However, a company
indicates that there are plans to incorporate this
function into their system.
vi. Many companies have plans to expand the computer
automation, but only very few are taking steps to
integrate some of the manufacturing functions,
notably CAD/CAE and CAD/CAM aria. mainly in the
foreign investments. For others, especially the
local private companies, computer application is
still far from the drawing board and CIM will
remain a remote goal for many years to come.
vii. There is virtually no presentable success stories
in CIM application in the electronics industry, and
manufacturers are holding different views on
computer automation. Some are trying to move in
this direction while the majority are holding a
wait-and-see attitude.
viii. A lot of factors is limiting the development of
computer automation. The more specific ones are
lack of suitable professionals in this field, and
the availability and cost of the appropriate
equipment.
ix. The future change and development of the industry
structure will also have a significant influence on





From the above discussions, it is observed that
computer automation mainly occurs in medium to large
companies. However, the average size of the majority
company in the electronics industry are-relatively small
and question is raised on whether CIM is appropriate in
the Hong Kong electronics industry.
From the research study by Talaysum, Hassan, and
Goldhar, a fully computer integrated factory offers
economy of scope (product flexibility) and the CIM factory
does not have to be a large factory [7-1]. This finding
is contrary to the popular belief which places CIM under
the consideration of scale economy and requires a large
factory to support the system. An implication can be
deduced that CIM could be useful to the Hong Kong
electronics industry if it is properly implemented, even
though the average scale of manufacturing operation is
small compared to the advanced countries.
7-1. Dr. Talaysum, A.T., Dr. Hassan, M.Z. and Dr. Goldhar,
J.D. Scale Vs Scope Considerations in the CIM/FMS
Factory. in Flexible Manufacturing Systems:
Methods and Studies edited by Andrew Kusiak
Netherlands: Elsevier Science Publishers B.V., 1986
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With the exploitation of the cheap labor market in
the Peoples Republic of China (PRC), more and more
companies move their labor intensive operations to the
mainland China. This separation from the local
manufacturing base leaves the role of the Hong Kong
operations to be more and more design and marketing
oriented, while a low level of production activity will be
maintained in Hong Kong to support new product development
and quick delivery orders. This shift to product
diversification and production flexibility will be more
and more important for Hong Kong manufacturers to compete
in the world market. These features are the distinct
advantages that a CIM system promises.
Some companies may still stick to the scale economy
strategy and employ an adaptive approach to computer
automation. However, electronics is a technology driven
industry, and the adoption of computer-aided equipment in
the manufacturing process appears unavoidable. In view of
these foreseeable changes in the industry structure, the
writers believe that the use of computer automation is
most appropriate and recommend that the Hong Kong
manufacturers should set up an automation strategy in line
with their respective business strategies.
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The Automation Strategy
The computer is a useful automation tool to enhancE
the optimum utilization of resources. Since productivity
gain can also be obtained by conventional methods such a1c
applying industrial engineering techniques to improvE
materials handling, computer automation will therefore bE
more effective on an already efficient company. Hence
thorough evaluation on the actual gain to resources
utilization will be mandatory before investing on the
automation equipment.
Traditional project evaluation tools such as
discounted cash flow (DCF) may not be sufficient tc
account for both the tangible and intangible benefits sucr
as improved product turnaround time, design quality and
accuracy, reduced inventory and work-in-progress (WIP)
etc. Some guidelines or policies should be developed
within the company such that automation projects can be
evaluated under the light of the company's business
strategies.
Hence it is desirable that companies should develop
an automation strategy such that the economy of scope can
be most supportive to-the business strategies such as
product flexibility and diversifications. The strategy
should enable that the computer automation and CIM
projects to be developed in a more systematic manner and
to avoid the danger of building up islands of automation
as most companies do in this survey.
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The Role of the Government
Despite the current effort of the government in
promoting the industry into the automation era, there are
still certain areas that the government could do to
speed up the trend such as publishing the success cases
of computer automation in the local and the neighbouring
countries so as to attract the attention and raise the
awareness of the majority of manufacturers.
The government and the industry should also set up
funds to sponsor the development of a suitable CIM model
appropriate to the Hong Kong situation. The purpose will
be similar to the CAD/CAM laboratory of HKPC, that is,
demonstrating to the manufacturers the capabilities of a
typical CIM factory. Besides, the government and the
industry could also provide research funds to develop
suitable expert systems for the Hong Kong industry. These
efforts could in the end help strengthen the economy of
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Faculty of Business Administration
Student Research Projects
December 1, 1987
Dear Sir / Madam,
Survey On Computer-Integrated-Manufacturing (CIM), Its
Development And Prospect In Hong Kong Electronics Industry
With the rapid advance in computer technology, factory
automation is moving from its old days of mechanization into a
computer era. Today, computers are being used in design,
engineering analysis, manufacturing, production planning, and,
in a nutshell, all aspects of factory operations. The next
level of operation is therefore to connect these various areas
together with a host computer which then handles the data
automatically as well as the physical operations in the
manufacturing process. This is referred as Computer-
integrated-manufacturing (CIM).
In 1972, a program known as methodology for unmanned
manufacturing (MUM) started in Japan and today some
experimental automated factories appear in Japan too. A
factory was built by OKI Electric Industry Co. Ltd for the
manufacturing of computer peripherals. They developed through
a number of stages: at first the point stage for automation of
of a single product, the line stage for automation of
subassembly lines for various products, and finally the plane
stage for automation of the entire factory floor.
.It may be unfair to compare Hong Kong with those technology
advanced countries. Nonetheless, without doubt Hong Kong is
also moving to a hi-tech era so as to maintain its
competitiveness in the world market. Other factors such as
rising labor rate will also drive Hong Kong's industry to a
less labor intensive manufacturing. by studying the trend of
employing computer aid systems and its implication to the local
electronics industry, it will be beneficial for the Hong Kong
electronic industrialists to betteedge utilise their resources so
as to retain their competitive edge in an ever increasing
competitive market.
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The attached questionnaire attempts to find out the current
status and future plans of computer automation in Hong Kong.
Factors that foster or hinder its development are also part of
the investigation.
This survey is. for the undersigned students in partial
fulfillment of the graduation requirement of the 3-year MBA
programme of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Please
return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed envelope
before December 20, 1987. All information provided will be
treated in the strictest confidentiality and a summary report
will be sent to the respondent upon request.












Your kind assistance in providing the following information
is appreciated:
Your titlea.
Your field of specialtyb.
No of years with the companyc.
No of employees in the companyd.
Your company was established in 19e.
f. For a copy of this survey
result, please state your name
and address
Direction: Please tick the most appropriate answer(s) in the
following questions
B. Company Profile
B.3 What was your company's 1986B.1 What kind of product is your
annual sales?company manufacturing?
less than HK$1 milliona.a. electronic computer product
less than HK$10 millionb.b. electronic consumer product
less than HK$100 millionc.c. electronic game/toys product
less than HK$1,000 milliond.d. electronic component product
over HK$1,000 million
others e.e.
B.4 What type of manufacturing systemB.2 Please indicate which best
is in your company?describes your company:
small batch, little repetitiona.multi-national based in Hong Konga.
b. repetitive small batch productionmulti-national with parent companyb.
in c. repetitive large batch production
process type productiond.Hong Kong public companyc.
otherse.Hong Kong private companyd.
joint venture withe.
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C. Computer Aided System Information
C.1 Is your company using or planning to use Computer-aided-
design (CAD) equipment in any of the following areas?
No. Please proceed to C.2
Yes. It is a stand-alone workstation
and/or part of a large system.
Future PlanPresent
Yes Types of Yes Plan to Start in Yr.Areas Types of
88 89 90 91 92Equipment Equipment
1. Computer Drafting
( 2-D)












C.2 Is your company using or planning to use Computer-aided-
manufacturing (CAM) equipment in any of the following areas?
No. Please proceed to C.3
Yes. It is a stand-alone workstation
and/or part of a large system.
Future PlarPresent
Types ofPlan to Start in Yr.Yes YeTypes ofAreas






















C.3 Is your company using or planning to use Computer-aided-
production planning (CAPP) equipment in any of the following
areas?
No. Please proceed to C.4
Yes. It is a stand-alone workstation
and/or part of a large system.
Future PlanPresent
Types ofPlan to Start in Yr.Types of YesYesAreas









C.4 How do you evaluate the performance of present computer
aided systems in your company?
Note: If your answers to questions C.1, C.2, and C.3 are all








C.5 Your company's future plan in employing computer aided
systems in next five years.
a. For current non-user:
to C.7have no plan to use. Please proceed
will plan to use. Please specify:
Note: Please proceed to C.6
b. For current user:
maintain the same system. Please give reasons why your
company does not upgrade the existing systems:
Note: Please proceed to C.7.
will upgrade the system. Please specify:
C.6 Reasons for using computer aided systems or upgrading the
present computer aided systems in next five years:
to be cost competitive in the tuture maraet placea.
b. to increase productivity
to have better resources utilization
to become more flexible to meet changing demand
d.
to upgrade management efficiencye.
to reinforce design capabilityf.
to ensure better and consistent quality
more hardware/software will be available
g.
hardware/software costs will drop to affordable leveli.
adequate & suitable technical manpower will be availablej.
direct labor cost will keep on risingk.
this is the trend in all aspects of operationsl.






C.7 What are the hindrances to have more widely employed
computer-aided systems in Hong Kong electronics industry?
a present system is riot compatible for integration
difficult to recruit suitable direct operatorsb
difficult to recruit qualified CAD/CAM engineersc
inadequate supplier sources in Hong Kongd
inadequate local technical supporte
systems are still too expensivef
no suitable system fulfills the exact requirementg
operations do not require computerisation.h
production volume is too small to justify the investmenti
we are awaiting for a better system
we can not comprehend the role of computer-aided systemk
in manufacturing
others1
C.8 Please elaborate in details your view points on the
trend of CAD/CAM application leading to an automated factory







Survey On Computer-Integrated-Manufacturing (CIM), its
Development and Prospect in Hong Kong Electronics Industries
The rapid advances in computer technologies have brought a lot of
CAD/CAM/CAE applications to industries, and electronics in
particular. Without doubt, the next higher level of factory
automation is an integration of all these CAD/CAM/CAE equipment
together, or what is referred as Computer-Integrated-
Manufacturing (CIM). Equipment suppliers have a very important
role in this stage as to provide state-of-art machines with
network capability with other machines for the potential CIM
users.
Hong Kong is positioning itself towards hi-tech areas to maintain
competitiveness in the world market, and the rising labor rate
also drive Hong Kong's industries to a less labor intensive
manufacturing structure. Certainly CAD/CAM and even CIM are
trends that Hong Kong industrialists will assume. The attached
questionnaire attempts to find out the current status and future
development of computer automation in Hong Kong from the
supplier's viewpoint. Factors that foster or hinder its
development are part of the investigation.
The survey is for the undersigned students in partial fulfillment
of the graduation requirement of the 3 -year MBA programme of
Chinese University of Hong Kong. We would be grateful you
could spare some minutes on the questionnaire and return in the
enclosed envelope before February 5, 1988. All information
provided will be treated in the strictest confidentiality and a
summary report will be sent to the respondent upon request









Albert Y. H. Mok
Student
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Direction: Please tick the most appropriate answer(s) in the
following questions.
A. Company Profile
A.1 What kinds of industries A.2 Please indicate what share of your
does your company serve? company's 1987 total annual sales
was on CAD/CAM products.
electronics industry less than 10%a.a.
garment industry b. less than 25%b.
construction industry less than 50%c. c.
d. plastic industry d. less than 75%
service industrye. e. 100%
f. utilities companies
othersg.
B. Computer Aided System Information-
B.1.1 What type of CAD equipment are your company selling or
planning to sell? Also please indicate what are the
frequent reorder types. (note A)
No. Please proceed to B.2.1
Note A: Reorder type is defined as the type of equipment
that a company orders again after using that equipment for
a period of time. The order could be of the same type of
equipment or its accessories or its extended module.
In Next 5 YearsFrequentPresentType
Reorder Types
1. Computer Drafting( 2-D )
2. Solid Modelling & Product/
Graphic Design
3. Mechanical Design & Analysis
4. Circuit Board Artwork Layout
5. Circuit Design & Simulation
6. Others
B.1.2 What comments do your clients say after using the above
equipment?
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B.2.1 What type of CAM equipment are your company selling or
planning to sell? Also please indicate what are the
frequent reorder types. (note A)
Jo. Please proceed to B.3.1
Types Present Frequent In Next 5 Years
Reorder Types
1. Assembly Robots




6. PCB Assembly Testing
7. Machining
8. Quality Control Inspection
9. Process Control
10. Automated Warehouse
11. Automatic Guided Vehicles/
Material Carriers
12. Others
B.2.2 What comments do your clients say after using the above
equipment?
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B.3.1 What type of CAPP equipment are your company selling or
planning to sell? Also please indicate what are the
frequent reorder types. (note A)
No. Please Droceed to B.4
In Next 5 YearsFrequentPresentTypes
Reorder Types
1. Order Processing






B.3.2 What comments do your clients say after using the above
equipment?
B.4 From the supplier perspective, what are the five statements
you mostly use to convince your clients to install computer
aided systems or upgrade their present computer aided
systems?
to be cost competitive in the future market placea.
b. to increase productivity
to have better resources utilizationc.
to become more flexible to meet changing demandd.
to upgrade management efficiencye.
to reinforce design capabilityfa
to ensure better and consistent qualityg•
more hardware/software will be availableh.
hardware/software costs will drop to affordable leveli.
adequate suitable technical manpower will be available
3.
direct labor cost will keep on risingk.
this is the trend-in all aspects of operations1.




B.5 What are the hindrances to have more widely employed
computer-aided systems in Hong Kong electronics industry?
present system is not compatible for integrationa.
difficult to recruit suitable direct operatorsb.
difficult to recruit qualified CAD/CAM engineersc.
inadequate supplier sources in Hong Kongd.
inadequate local technical (CAD/CAM) engineering supporte.
systems are still too expensivef.
no suitable system fulfills the exact requirementg.
operations do not require computerisationh.
production volume is too small to justify the investmenti.
they are awaiting for a better systemj.
they can not comprehend the role of computer-aided systemk.
in manufacturing
othersl.
B.6 To achieve higher level automation in electronics industry,
what functions of CAD/CAM capabilities or CAD/CAM products
are the potential users looking for in the next five years?
link between dissimilar systems and hardwaresa
link with main frameb
link to inspection devicesc
integration of CAD with CAMd
look for more powerful artificial intelligent workstation
e
flexible manufacturing cell set upf




B.7 Please elaborate in details your view points on the trend of
CAD/CAM application leading to an automated factory concept
in electronics industry in the next five years.
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B.8 Are the suppliers ready to support the trend?
Yes. Please proceed to B.9
Please elaborate what effort should the suppliersNo.
make in order to support the above stated trend?
B.9 Is the electronics industry, in general very ready for the
automated factory concept?
Yes. Please proceed to section C
Please elaborate how.to convince or cultivateNo.
this trend to the potential users.
C. Respondent Profile-
Your kind assistance in providing the following information
is appreciated:
Your titlea.
No of years with the companyb.
No of employees in the companyC.
19Your company was established ind.








DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS FOR
DIFFERENT TYPES OF
COMPANY PROFILE
Qty(% of total)Company Profile








o%0a. less than HK$1 M
o%0b. less than HK$10 M
33.3%5c. less than HK$100 M
40.0%6d. less than HK$1,000 M
20.0%3e. over HK$1,000 M
Note: one respondent did
not reply this question.
3. Company Ownership
6.61a. multi national based in
Hong Kong
60.0%9b. multi national based in
foreign countries
13.4%2c. HK public company
13.4%2d. HK private company
6.6%1e. joint venture with
foreign company
4. Manufacturing System
6.61a. small batch, little
repetition
20.0%0b. repetitive small batch





APPLICATION OF CAD, CAM AND CAPP SYSTEM:
WITH RESPECT TO COMPANY PROFILE
All SubAnyAny
ThreE TtlTwoOneNoneCompany Profile
L. Type of Product
.40a. electronic computer 211
b. electronic consumer 41111
00000c. electronic game/toys
400d. electronic component 40
0 010e. data communication 1
0 2110f. electronic equipment
2. Annual Sales
0 0 0 0 0a. less than HK$1 M
0 0 0 0 0b. less than HK$10 M
1 1 1 52c. less than HK$100 M
1 5 60 0d. less than HK$1,000 M
1 1 30 1e. over HK$1,000 M
0 0 1 10f. no answer
3. Company Ownership
10100a. multi national based in
Hong Kong
Q620 1b. multi national based in
foreign countries
21C10c. HK public company
20C02d. HK private company
C 1100e. joint venture with
foreign company
4. Manufacturing System
10100a. small batch, little
repetition
3G0 10b. repetitive small batch
75011c. repetitive large batch
31101d. process type




DEFINITION OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF
COMPUTER-AIDED SYSTEMS
INSTALLED
Average number of computer-aided systems installed
Total number of CAD/CAM/CAPP systems
installed in the category
Number of establishments
in the category
For example: Average number of systems installed
on electronic computer product company-
Total number of CAD/CAM/CAPP systems used
Number of establishments in this category
4






OVERALL RESULT OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF
SYSTEMS INSTALLED FOR DIFFERENT
CATEGORIES OF COMPANY PROFILE
Mean AvgAverage
NumberNumberCompany Profile
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -





1. 0e. data communication
2.5f. electronic equipment
2. Annual Sales
N/Aa. less than HK$1 M
N/Ab. less than HK$10 M
2.11.2c. less than HK$100 M
2.8d. less than HK$1,000 M
2.0e. over HK$1,000 M
3.0f. no answer
3. Company Ownership
2.0a. multi national based in
Hong Kong
2.12.6b. multi national based in
foreign countries
2.0c. HK public company
Vd. HK private company
3.(e. joint venture with
foreign company
4. Manufacturing System
2.0a. small batch, little
repetition
2.12.3b. repetitive small batch





AREAS OF APPLICATION OF CAD SYSTEM
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
AREAS OF APPLICATION Sub
m+ ITypes of Products 32 541
2 2 7a. electronic computer 3 0 0
0 0b. electronic consumer 2 1 1 4
N/AN/AN/A N/A N/?c. electronic game/toys
2 N/ 1 84 0 1d. electronic component
0 10 10 0e. data communication
0 41 11 1f. electronic equipment
SubAREAS OF APPLICATION
Ttl542 31Manufacturing System
30 011 1a. small batch, little
repetition
512002b. repetitive small batch
1324115c. repetitive large batch
200002d. process type
101000e. engineering development
7 32210Number of user compan3
23541577 15As a% of total users
* Areas of application:
1. Computer drafting( 2-D)
2. Solid modelling and product/graphic design
3. Mechanical design and analysis
4. Circuit board artwork layout
5. Circuit design and simulation.
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APPENDIX 8
DEFINITION OF AVERAGE NUMBER
OF APPLICATIONS
Average number of applications
Total entry of different
applications in the category
Number of establishments
in the category
For example: Average number of CAD applications on
electronic computer product company-
Total entry for all different
annlication in this productr
2+ 23+ 0+ 0
Number of establishments in this category
4
7




AVERAGE NUMBER OF CAD APPLICATIONS
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
Avg. Number








3.0a. small batch, little
repetition
1.7b. repetitive small batch







Arens of annlicationReclassified type
assembly robots, pick place robots,1. Assembly and manufacturing
component insertion, PCB manufacturing,
machining and plating.
quality control inspection, and2. Quality/ process control
process control.
component testing and PCB assembly
3. Testing
testing.











c. electronic game/toys 80323d. electronic component
00000




a. small batch, little
repetition 30102b. repetitive small batch
100334c. repetitive large batch
20101d. process type 0000C)
e. engineering development
0538Number of user company
0503080As a% of total users
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APPENDIX 12
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CAM APPLICATIONS
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
Avg. Number
1. Type of Product
a. electronic computer 1.3
b. electronic consumer 0.3
N/Ac. electronic game/toys
d. electronic component 2.0
0e. data communication
f. electronic equipment 1.0
2. Manufacturing System
1.0a. small batch, little
repetition
1.0b. repetitive small batch


















0000000a. small batch, little
repetition
12023322b. repetitive small batch
27255555c. repetitive large batch
7011212d. process type
0000000e. engineering development
2891089Number of user company
2080901008090As a% of total users
* Areas of application
1. Order processing




6. Invoicing and finance work.
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APPENDIX 14
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CAPP APPLICATIONS
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
Avg. Number








0a. small batch, little
repetition
4.0b. repetitive small batch








RPacnn riPt_ai 1 sReclassified factors
to reinforce design capability and to ensureQuality and design
better and consistent quality.
to become more flexible to meet changingDemand flexibility
demand.
to increase productivity, to have betterProductivity
resources utilization and to upgrade
management efficiency.
to be cost competitive in the future marketCost
place and direct labor cost keep on rising.
more hardware/software available and theEquipment
costs are of affordable level.
adequate suitable technical manpowerManpower
available and require less manpower.
this is the trend in all aspects of operat-Operation






systems are still too expensive.Cost
present system is not compatible for inte-Equipment
gration, inadequate supplier sources in H.K.
and no suitable system fulfills the exact
requirement.
difficult to recruit suitable direct oper-
Manpower
tor and qualified CAD/CAM engineers, and
inadequate local technical support.
operations do not require computerisation,Operation
production volume is too small to justify
the investment and the business/product is
of short term.
awaiting for a better system and can not
Knowledge of the
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